Abstract. Inductive queries are queries to an inductive database that generate a set of patterns in a data mining context. Inductive querying poses new challenges to database and data mining technology. We study conjunctive inductive queries, which are queries that can be written as a conjunction of a monotonic and an anti-monotonic subquery. We introduce the conjunctive inductive query optimization problem, which is concerned with minimizing the cost of computing the answer set to a conjunctive query. In the optimization problem, it is assumed that there are costs ca and cm associated to evaluating a pattern w.r.t. a monotonic and an anti-monotonic subquery respectively. The aim is then to minimize the total cost needed to compute all solutions to the query. Secondly, we present an algorithm that aims at optimizing conjunctive inductive queries in the context of the pattern domain of strings and evaluate it on a challenging data set in computational biology.
Introduction
Many data mining problems address the problem of finding a set of patterns that satisfy a constraint. Formally, this can be described as the task of finding the set of patterns Th(Q, D, L) = {φ ∈ L | Q(φ, D), i.e. those patterns φ satisfying query Q on database D}. Here L is the language in which the patterns or rules are described and Q is a predicate or constraint that determines whether a pattern φ is a solution to the data mining task or not [19] . This framework allows us to view the predicate or the constraint Q as an inductive query to an inductive database system. It is then the task of the inductive database management system to efficiently generate the answers to the query [7] . Within this framework data mining becomes an (inductive) querying process that puts data mining on the same methodological grounds as databases. This view of data mining raises several new challenges for database and data mining technology.
In this paper, we address one of these challenges, the optimization of conjunctive inductive queries. These queries can be written as the conjunction Q a ∧ Q m of an anti-monotonic and a monotonic subquery. An example query could ask for molecular fragments that have frequency at least 30 per cent in the active molecules and frequency at most 5 per cent in the inactive ones [5, 18] . Conjunctive inductive queries of this type have been studied in various contexts, cf. [5, 6, 18, 4] . One important result is that their solution space Th(Q, D, L) is convex, which is related to the well-known concept of version spaces [20] and boundary sets [19] , a fact that is exploited by several pattern mining algorithms. The key contribution of this paper is that we introduce an algorithm for computing the set of solutions Th(Q, D, L) to a conjunctive inductive query that aims at minimizing the cost of evaluating patterns w.r.t. the primitive constraints in the inductive query. More precisely, we assume that there is a cost c m and c a associated to testing whether a pattern satisfies Q m , resp. Q a , and we aim at minimizing the total cost of computing Th(Q, D, L). The algorithm that we introduce builds upon the work by [6] that has introduced an effective data structure, called the version space tree, and algorithms for computing Th(Q, D, L) in a level wise manner for string patterns. In the present paper, we modify this data structure into the partial version space tree and we also present an entirely different approach to computing the answer set to a conjunctive inductive query. Even though the algorithm and data structure are presented in the context of string patterns and data, we believe that the principles also apply to other pattern domains. The approach is also empirically evaluated on the task of finding patterns in a computational biology data set.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem of conjunctive query optimization. Section 3 presents a data structure and algorithm for tackling it. Section 4 reports on an experimental evaluation and finally, Sect. 5, concludes and touches upon related work.
Conjunctive Inductive Queries
In this section, we define conjunctive inductive queries as well as the pattern domain of strings. Our presentation closely follows that of [6] .
A pattern language L is a formal language for specifying patterns. Each pattern φ ∈ L matches (or covers) a set of examples φ e , which is a subset of the universe U of possible examples. One pattern φ is more general than a pattern ψ, written φ ψ, if and only if φ e ⊇ ψ e . E.g., let Σ be a finite alphabet, U Σ = Σ * the universe of all strings over Σ and denote the empty string by . The traditional pattern language in this domain is L Σ = U Σ . A pattern φ ∈ L Σ covers the set φ e = {ψ ∈ Σ * | φ ψ}, where φ ψ denotes that φ is a substring of ψ. For this language, φ ψ, if and only if φ ψ.
A pattern predicate defines a primitive property of a pattern, usually relative to some data set D (a set of examples), and sometimes other parameters. For any given pattern, it evaluates to either true or false.
Inspired by the domain specific inductive database MolFea [18] , we now introduce a number of pattern predicates that will be used throughout this paper:
-minfreq(φ,n,D) evaluates to true iff φ is a pattern that occurs in database D with frequency at least n ∈ N. The frequency f (φ, D) of a pattern φ in a database D is the (absolute) number of examples in D covered by φ. Analogously, the predicate maxfreq(φ, n, D) is defined. -ismoregeneral(φ,ψ) is a predicate that evaluates to true iff pattern φ is more general than pattern ψ.
We say that m is a monotonic predicate, if for all possible parameter values params and data sets D: ∀ φ, ψ ∈ L such that φ ψ : m(ψ, D, params) → m(φ, D, params). The class of anti-monotonic predicates is defined dually. Thus, minfreq, and ismoregeneral are monotonic; their duals are anti-monotonic.
A pattern predicate pred(φ,D,params) defines the solution set Th
We are interested in computing solution sets Th(Q, D, L) for conjunctive queries Q, i.e. boolean queries Q that can be written as a conjunction of a monotonic and an anti-monotonic predicate Q a ∧ Q m . Observe that in a conjunctive query Q a ∧ Q m , Q a and Q m need not be atomic expressions. Indeed, it is wellknown that both the disjunction and conjunction of two monotonic (resp. antimonotonic) predicates are monotonic (resp. anti-monotonic). Furthermore, the negation of a monotonic predicate is anti-monotonic and vice versa. We will also assume that there are cost-functions c a and c m associated to the anti-monotonic and monotonic subqueries Q a and Q m . The idea is that the cost functions reflect the (expected) costs of evaluating the query on a pattern. E.g., c a (φ) denotes the expected cost needed to evaluate the anti-monotonic query Q a on the pattern φ. The present paper does not contribute specific concrete cost functions but rather an overall and general framework for working with such cost functions. Even though it is clear that some predicates are more expensive than other ones, more work seems needed in order to obtain cost estimates that are as reliable as in traditional databases. It is worth mentioning that several of the traditional pattern mining algorithms, such as Agrawal et al.'s Apriori [2] and the level wise algorithm [19] , try to minimize the number of passes through the database. Even though this could also be cast within the present framework, the cost functions introduced below better fit the situation where one attempts to minimize the number of covers test, i.e. the number of tests whether a pattern matches or covers a given example. Even though for simple representation languages such as item sets and strings this covers test can often be evaluated efficiently, there exist important applications, such as mining graphs and molecules [18, 17] , where covers testing corresponds to the subgraph isomorphism problem, which is known to be NP-complete. When mining such data, it is more important to minimize the number of covers test than to minimize the number of passes through the data. Furthermore, for applications in mining graphs or molecules, the data often fit in main memory. Thus the present framework is directly applicable to (and motivated by) molecular feature mining. By now, we are able to formulate the conjunctive inductive query optimization problem that is addressed in this paper:
Given
-a language L of patterns, -a conjunctive query Q = Q a ∧ Q m -two cost functions c a and c m from L to R Find the set of patterns Th(Q, D, L), i.e. the solution set of the query Q in the language L with respect to the database D, in such a way that the total cost needed to evaluate patterns is as small as possible.
One useful property of conjunctive inductive queries is that their solution space Th(Q, D, L) is a version space (sometimes also called a convex space). Definition 1. Let L be a pattern language, and I ⊆ L. I is a version space, if ∀φ, φ , ψ ∈ L : φ ψ φ and φ, φ ∈ I =⇒ ψ ∈ I.
Solution Methods
In this section, we first introduce partial version space trees (an extension of the data structure in [6] ) and then show how it can be used for the optimization problem.
Partial version space trees
A partial version space tree T is an extension of a suffix trie:
-Each edge is labelled with a symbol from Σ, and all outgoing edges from a node have different labels. -Each node n ∈ T uniquely represents a string s(n) ∈ Σ which is the concatenation of all labels on the path from the root to n. We define s(root) = . If it is clear from the context, we will simply write n instead of s(n). -For each node n ∈ T there is also a node n ∈ T for all suffixes n of n.
Furthermore, if n = root, there is a suffix-link to the longest proper suffix of n, which we denote by suffix (n). We write suffix 2 (n) for suffix (suffix (n)) etc. and define suffix i (root) =⊥ ∀ i ∈ N, where ⊥ is a unique entity.
To obtain a partial version space tree, we augment each node n ∈ T with:
-There are two different labels l m and l a , one for the monotonic and one for the anti-monotonic constraint. Each label may obtain one of the values or , indicating that the string s(n) satisfies the constraint or not. If the truth value of a constraint has not been determined yet, the corresponding label gets a ? .
-There is a link to the father of n, denoted by parent(n). For example, with n = abc we have parent(n) = ab. As for suffix (n) we write parent 2 (n) for parent(parent(n)) etc. and define parent i (root) =⊥ ∀ i ∈ N.
-There is a list of links to all incoming suffix-links to n which we denote by isl(n). For example, if n = ab and aab, cab are the only nodes in T that have n as their suffix, isl(n) = {aab, cab}.
The following conditions are imposed on partial version space trees:
(C1) for all leaves n in T , either l m (n) = or l m (n) = ? , and all nodes with l m = are leaves. (C2) all expanded nodes n have l m (n) = The first condition is motivated by the monotonicity of our query Q m : if n does not satisfy Q m , none of its descendants can satisfy the monotonic constraint either, so they need neither be considered nor expanded. A consequence of these requirements is that nodes n with l m (n) = must always be expanded. An example of a partial version space tree can be seen in Fig. 1 , where the upper part of a node stands for the monotonic and the lower part for the anti-monotonic label. The second condition is imposed because the pattern space is infinite in the downwards direction. The algorithm given in the next subsection computes the version space tree starting from the tree containing only the root and then expanding the tree until no ? -labels are found. Then, the solution to the original query consists of all nodes n in T that have a in both of their labels, i.e. they are of type + + . As described in [6] , it is also possible to construct the boundary sets S and G from the partial version space tree. The differences with the previous definition of a version space tree given by [6] are that 1) previously each node had only one label that indicated membership of the solution space, and 2) that neither parent nor isl links were present. (a) Node φ is tested against Qm. Note that this scheme also applies when condition (C2) is not enforced. (c) . . . and propagate this label up to the root until we reach a node that has already been marked positive. 
An Algorithmic Framework
We are now ready to present an algorithmic framework for computing
The key idea is that instead of constructing the version space tree in a top-down, Apriori-like manner, we allow for more freedom in selecting the pattern φ and the query Q a (φ) or Q m (φ) to be evaluated. By doing so, we hope to decrease the total cost of obtaining the solution space. As a motivating example, assume our alphabet is Σ = {a, b, c} and pattern φ = abc turns out to satisfy Q m . Then, by the monotonicity of Q m , we know that all patterns more general than φ satisfy Q m as well, so , a, b, c, ab and bc need no longer be tested against Q m . Thus, by evaluating φ, we also obtain the truth values (w.r.t. Q m ) of six other patterns, which would all have been tested using a levelwise strategy. If, on the other hand, φ does not satisfy Q m , all patterns more specific than φ cannot satisfy Q m , so the node representing φ need not be expanded. This suggests the following approach: whenever a pattern φ is positive w.r.t. Q m , we propagate the monotonic -label up to the root by recursively following φ's parent-and suffix-links, until we reach a node that has already been marked positive. Furthermore, φ will be expanded and all of its children are labelled appropriately. If φ does not satisfy Q m , we stop the expansion of this node and propagate the monotonic down to the leaves by following the incoming suffix-links of φ. See Fig. 2 for a schematic overview of these operations.
For the anti-monotonic query Q a , we propagate the labels in opposite directions. That is, a is propagated down to the leaves (by following the children- 
or la(suffix (ψ)) = ) la(ψ) ← else la(ψ) ← ? insert ψ in P if it is not fully determined else // a pattern not satisfying Qm propagate down to the leaves and remove determined patterns from P return T Fig. 3 . An algorithmic framework and incoming suffix-links) and a up to the root. The corresponding algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . We use a priority queue P to store those nodes whose truth value has not been fully determined, i.e. all nodes of types ?
? , . The queue not only returns the next pattern φ to be evaluated, but also a variable pred that tells us which of the predicates Q m or Q a should be evaluated for φ. Whenever a change of labels results in a label of the other type (
? ), we remove the node from P . Note that nodes of type ? are also deleted from P although their anti-monotonic part is undetermined; cf. the above discussion.
The choice of priorities for nodes determines the search strategy being used. By assigning the highest priorities to the most shallow nodes (i.e. nodes that are close to the root), a level wise search is simulated as in [6] . On the other hand, by assigning the highest priorities to the deepest nodes, we are close to the idea of Dualize & Advance [11, 10] , since we will go deeper and deeper into the tree until we encounter a node that has only negative children. Somewhere in the middle between these two extremes lies a completely randomized strategy, which assigns random priorities to all nodes.
Towards An Optimal Strategy
Let us first assign four counters to each node φ in the partial version space tree T : z m (φ), z ¬m (φ), z a (φ) and z ¬a (φ). Each of them counts how many labels of nodes in T would be marked if φ's label were changed (including φ itself). For example, z m (φ) counts how many monotone labels would be marked if φ turned out to satisfy Q m . In the tree in Fig. 1 , we have z m (cab) = 3, because marking cab with a + would result in marking ab and b as well, whereas z m (ac) = 1, because no other nodes could be marked in their monotonic part. Likewise, z ¬m (φ) counts how many monotone labels would change to if Q m (φ, D) turned out to be false. The z a (φ)-and z ¬a (φ)-counters form the anti-monotonic counterpart. We define z m (φ) = z ¬m (φ) = 0 if φ's monotonic label is = ? , and likewise for z a and z ¬a . If there is no confusion about which node we talk, we will simply write z m instead of z m (φ) etc. Assume further that we know the following values:
-P m (φ, D), the probability that φ satisfies the predicate Q m in database D, -P a (φ, D), the dual of P m for the anti-monotonic predicate Q a , -c m (φ, D), the costs for evaluating the monotonic predicate Q m (φ, D) and -c a (φ, D), the dual of c m for the anti-monotonic predicate Q a .
is the expected value of the number of monotone labels that get marked by evaluating Q m for pattern φ. Since the operation of evaluating Q m (φ, D) has costs c m (φ, D), the average number of marked labels per cost unit are
A similar formula holds for the average number of marked anti-monotone labels, so the optimal node in the partial version space tree is the one where
is maximal. The question now is how to determine the probabilities and costs. For certain types of queries and databases it is conceivable that costs grow with increasing complexity of the patterns. For example, testing the coverage of a string becomes more expensive as the pattern becomes longer. On the other hand, short patterns are more likely to satisfy Q m than long ones (and vice versa for Q a ). Therefore, length could be taken into account when approximating the the above costs and probabilities, but let us for now assume that there is no prior knowledge about those values, so we simply take P m = P a = 
Calculating the Counter-Values
Next, we show how the four counter-values can be computed. Let us start with the z m (φ)-counter. Since a monotone -label for φ would be propagated up to the root by following φ's parent-and suffix-link, we basically have that z m (φ) is the sum of z m (parent(φ)) and z m (suffix (φ)) plus 1 for φ itself. But, due to the fact that parent(suffix (φ)) = suffix (parent(φ)), we have that this z m -value has been counted twice; we thus need to subtract it once (see Fig. 4 ):
There are some exceptions to this equation: The easiest case is when suffix (φ) = parent(φ), which happens if φ = γ n for γ ∈ Σ, n ∈ N. We then have z m (φ) = z m (parent(φ)) + 1 because parent(φ) is the only immediate generalization of φ. A slightly more complicated exception is when suffix 2 (φ) = parent 2 (φ), which happens when φ = γδγδγ . . . for γ, δ ∈ Σ (see Fig. 5 ). Then z m (φ) = z m (parent(φ)) + 2, because all patterns that are more general than φ (apart from suffix (φ)) are already counted by z m (parent(φ)). Similar rules for calculating z m hold for exceptions of the type suffix 3 (φ) = parent 3 (φ):
Lemma 1. The counter-value for z m is given by
where we take the smallest value of n for which the "exceptional" case applies.
In practical implementations of this method it is advisable to "cut off" the search for the exceptional cases at a fixed depth and take the value of the "otherwise"-case as an approximation to the true value of z m .
Since anti-monotone -labels are propagated in the same direction as monotone -labels, lemma 1 holds for z ¬a as well. For the remaining two counters, we have to "peek" in the other direction, i.e. we have to consider the children and incoming suffix-links of φ. In a similar manner as we did for z m , we have to consider the values that have been counted twice when summing over the z a 's of φ's children and incoming suffix-links. These are the children of all incoming suffix-links, because their suffix-links point to the children of φ.
Again, we need to consider some special cases where the above formula does not hold. Due to space limitations, we only sketch some of these cases, see [8] for more details. The first is when one of φ's children has φ as its suffix, which happens iff φ = γ n for γ ∈ Σ, n ∈ N, because one of φ's sons is γ n+1 . In this case, we just sum once over this node and do not subtract z a of γ n+1 's children, because they were counted only once. The second exception arises when ψ, one of φ's grandchildren, has one of φ's incoming suffix-links as its suffix.
Experimental Results
We implemented the algorithm from Fig. 3 with two different queuing-strategies. The first, called Random, uses random priorities for the nodes in queue P . The second strategy, called CounterMax, works with the counter-values from Sect. 3.3, where we chose uniform costs and probabilities. We checked for exceptional cases up to suffix 2 , as explained in Sect. 3.4. According to the algorithm and to (1), each pattern is tested either against Q m or Q a , depending on which of the subqueries yields the maximum. We compared the results to an implementation of algorithm VST of [6] which constructs the version space tree in two passes (called Descend and Ascend). The Descend algorithm is a straightforward adaptation of the Apriori and levelwise algorithm for use with strings and version space trees. It computes the set of all solutions w.r.t. Q m . Ascend starts from this result working bottom up and starting from the leaves of the tree. For each leaf, Ascend tests whether it satisfies Q a , if it does, the parent of the leaf will be tested; if it does not, the pattern is labelled and the labels are propagated towards the parents and suffixes, more details can be found in [6] .
We used a nucleotide database to compare the three algorithms, so our alphabet was Σ = {a, c, g, t}. Working with a large alphabet significantly increases the number of nodes with a ? . The first dataset D 1 was used for a minfrequency query and consisted of the first hundred nucleotide sequences from the Hepatitis C virus of the NIH genetic sequence database GenBank [23]. The second dataset D 2 held the first hundred sequences from the Escherichia coli bacterium and was used for a maxfrequency query. The average length of the entries in D 1 was about 500, the maximum 10,000. For D 2 we had the values 2,500 and 30,000, respectively. We do not pretend that our results have any biological relevance; we simply used these datasets as a testbed for the different methods. We ran each algorithm several times for the query minfreq(φ; min; show how the number of database accesses grows with decreasing values for min when the maximum frequency is constant. Although max has been fixed to 1, similar graphs could be shown for other values of max. Note that in the region where the hard instances lie (min ∈ {2, . . . , 10}), CounterMax performs significantly better than VST. This is in particular true for the number of evaluations of Q a (Fig. 6.(b) ). For the easy instances, our method takes slightly more evaluations of both predicates. This is obvious; if show the performance when min is fixed and max changes. The first thing to note is that in Fig. 6 .(c) the number of evaluations of Q m is constant for VST. This is a simple consequence of how the algorithm works. Again, CounterMax takes less evaluations than VST, and Random is in between. In Fig. 6.(d) we can see that for VST, the number of evaluations of Q a levels off when max decreases, whereas the other two methods behave conversely. The reasons for this are clear: VST treats the anti monotonic query in a bottom-up manner by starting at the leaves. When it encounters a negative pattern w.r.t. Q a , it propagates this label up to the root. This is more likely to happen at the leaves for small max, so in these cases it saves a lot of evaluations of the anti monotonic predicate. For methods CounterMax and Random it is better when positive patterns (w.r.t. Q a ) are close to the root, which happens for large max, because then all newly expanded nodes will "automatically" be marked with a + and need never be tested against Q a .
Algorithms that try to minimize the total number of predicate evaluations have been around for several years, most notably Gunopulos et al.'s Dualize & Advance-algorithm [11, 10] that computes S(minfreq(φ, ·, D), L) in the domain of itemsets. This works roughly as follows: first, a set MS of maximal specific sentences is computed by a randomized depth-first search. Then the negative border of MS is constructed by calculating a minimum hypergraph transversal of the complements of all itemsets in MS. This process is repeated with the elements from the hypergraph transversal until no more maximal specific sentences can be found. The result is then set of all maximal interesting itemsets.
Although Gunopulos et al. work with itemsets and only consider monotonic predicates, there is a clear relation to our approach. Whereas the former method needs to compute the minimum hypergraph transversals to find the candidates for new maximal interesting sentences, these can be directly read off the partial version space tree. In fact, all nodes whose monotonic part is still undetermined are the only possible patterns of S(minfreq(φ, ·, D), L) that have not been found so far. These are exactly the nodes that are still waiting in the priority queue. So by performing a depth-first expansion until all children are negative, our algorithm's behaviour is close to that of Dualize & Advance. It should be noted that the two strategies are not entirely equal: if a node φ has negative children only, it is not necessarily a member of S because there could still be more specific patterns that have φ as their suffix and satisfy Q m .
One of the fastest algorithms for mining maximal frequent sets is Bayardo's Max-Miner [3] . This one uses a special set-enumeration technique to find large frequent itemsets before it considers any of their subsets. Although this is completely different from what we do at first sight, CounterSum also has a tendency to test long strings first because they will have higher z m -values. By assigning higher values to P m for long patterns this behaviour can even be enforced.
Finally, the present work is a significant extension of that by [6] in that we have adapted and extended their version space tree and also shown how it can be used for optimizing the evaluation of conjunctive queries. The presented technique has also shown to be more cost effective and flexible than the Ascend and Descend algorithms proposed by [6] , which employ a traditional level wise search which minimizes the number of passes through the data rather than a more informative cost-function.
